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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an artist’s perception of Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and what the radar pulses look like coming down from from orbit.  Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter is about 300 km up from the surface of Mars.  The long white rod is the antenna for SHARAD, the radar that we use.  The SHDARA instrument team, of which I am a member, is having great fun with the data from this ongoing mission.  There have been many exciting results, and more are on the way.  Today I’ll tell you about some of these.



Mars:  Earth’s Little Sibling
• About half the diameter of Earth

• Density = 0.71 x Earth

• Contains largest volcano, 
deepest/largest canyon in the 
solar system

• Favorite color: red

• Atmosphere
- 7-10 millibars (~1% of Earth)

- 95% CO2 (Earth is 0.004% CO2)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off, we’ll review Mars.  Mars is about half the diameter of Earth.  It is also less dense than Earth; it is made of lighter elements overall.  It has the largest volcano and the deepest and largest canyon in the solar system.  It’s lower gravity helps it to sustain this kind of topography.  Favorite color is red, everybody knows that!  The atmosphere is less than 1% of Earth’s at the surface.  It is mostly CO2, with a few other things.  Its density at the surface is approximately like being up at 100,000 feet on Earth.



LPI

Grand Canyon vs Valles Marineris

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Valles Marineris would stretch from California to Georgia, if it were on Earth. It is the largest and deepest canyon in the solar syste.



Why Ice?
• Ice = Water

• Water = Life?

- Possible habitats

• Life on Mars = Very important

• And so COOL!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why do we care about ice on mars?  Well, as we all know, ice is water.  When I say ice, I mean water ice, not CO2 ice or some other type of ice.  If I mean another type of ice, I will differentiate.  And water means life, or at least we think that if there is water or if there was water in the past, then there are potential habitats that we could investigate.  That would be a very important thing to discover, and it would also be very cool!



Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Old water

• 4.5 to 3.5 billion 
years ago

• Liquid
- River Channels
- Deltas
- Ocean?

5 km

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s talk about water on Mars.  We all hear things now and then about water on Mars, evidence for it in the past, possible river channels, recent activity.  Basically, I look at it as “old water” and “new water”.  The “old water” is from the earliest period in Mars history, roughly 3.5 - 4.5 billion years ago.  There is much evidence for liquid water at that time:  outflow channels, deltas, maybe even an ocean in the northern hemisphere.  Here are a few images from features that have strong evidence for water-borne deposits.  There is a lot of sedimentological and morphological evidence for liquid water.  There doesn’t appear to be any ice associated with the water at that time, but it’s hard to know for sure.



Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Old water

• 4.5 to 3.5 billion 
years ago

• Liquid
- River Channels
- Deltas
- Ocean?

10 km
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So, let’s talk about water on Mars.  We all hear things now and then about water on Mars, evidence for it in the past, possible river channels, recent activity.  Basically, I look at it as “old water” and “new water”.  The “old water” is from the earliest period in Mars history, roughly 3.5 - 4.5 billion years ago.  There is much evidence for liquid water at that time:  outflow channels, deltas, maybe even an ocean in the northern hemisphere.  Here are a few images from features that have strong evidence for water-borne deposits.  There is a lot of sedimentological and morphological evidence for liquid water.  There doesn’t appear to be any ice associated with the water at that time, but it’s hard to know for sure.



Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Old water

• 4.5 to 3.5 billion 
years ago

• Liquid
- River Channels
- Deltas
- Ocean?

2 km
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So, let’s talk about water on Mars.  We all hear things now and then about water on Mars, evidence for it in the past, possible river channels, recent activity.  Basically, I look at it as “old water” and “new water”.  The “old water” is from the earliest period in Mars history, roughly 3.5 - 4.5 billion years ago.  There is much evidence for liquid water at that time:  outflow channels, deltas, maybe even an ocean in the northern hemisphere.  Here are a few images from features that have strong evidence for water-borne deposits.  There is a lot of sedimentological and morphological evidence for liquid water.  There doesn’t appear to be any ice associated with the water at that time, but it’s hard to know for sure.



Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Old water

• 4.5 to 3.5 billion 
years ago

• Liquid
- River Channels
- Deltas
- Ocean? 1/2 km
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So, let’s talk about water on Mars.  We all hear things now and then about water on Mars, evidence for it in the past, possible river channels, recent activity.  Basically, I look at it as “old water” and “new water”.  The “old water” is from the earliest period in Mars history, roughly 3.5 - 4.5 billion years ago.  There is much evidence for liquid water at that time:  outflow channels, deltas, maybe even an ocean in the northern hemisphere.  Here are a few images from features that have strong evidence for water-borne deposits.  There is a lot of sedimentological and morphological evidence for liquid water.  There doesn’t appear to be any ice associated with the water at that time, but it’s hard to know for sure.



Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Old water

• 4.5 to 3.5 billion 
years ago

• Liquid
- River Channels
- Deltas
- Ocean?
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So, let’s talk about water on Mars.  We all hear things now and then about water on Mars, evidence for it in the past, possible river channels, recent activity.  Basically, I look at it as “old water” and “new water”.  The “old water” is from the earliest period in Mars history, roughly 3.5 - 4.5 billion years ago.  There is much evidence for liquid water at that time:  outflow channels, deltas, maybe even an ocean in the northern hemisphere.  Here are a few images from features that have strong evidence for water-borne deposits.  There is a lot of sedimentological and morphological evidence for liquid water.  There doesn’t appear to be any ice associated with the water at that time, but it’s hard to know for sure.



New water
• < 2.5 billion years ago
• Ice-related

- Polar deposits
- Mid-high latitude 

“mantle”
- Crater deposits
- Lobate aprons
- Lineated valley fill

Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Presenter
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The ice that we’re studying is in the “new water” category, or the most recent water, less than about 2.5 billion years but possibly just millions of years old and that’s very young, geologically.  In many places in the higher latitudes there appears to be an ice-rich layer blanketing the surface, and there is evidence that one existed at lower latitudes previously.  We call it a mantle; it’s a maybe a few meters, up to tens of meters thick.  That’s perhaps what the lander Phoenix was seeing when it found water ice in the shallow subsurface.  There’s also more recent evidence showing very fresh impact craters, excavating an ice rich layer that may be tens of centimeters thick very close to the surface.  It spans a large part of the northern hemisphere.  The neutron spectrometer results from Mars local surveyor indicated an enriched hydrogen presence in the near surface, the upper ten centimeters of the surface in the northern hemisphere above about 60 degrees latitude.  That’s probably related to this icy layer, and what Phoenix as seeing in these near surface ice rich layers.  There are also quite a few deposits in craters that look like they could be ice.



New water
• < 2.5 billion years ago
• Ice-related

- Polar deposits
- Mid-high latitude 

“mantle”
- Crater deposits
- Lobate aprons
- Lineated valley fill

Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

1 inch



New water
• < 2.5 billion years ago
• Ice-related

- Polar deposits
- Mid-high latitude 

“mantle”
- Crater deposits
- Lobate aprons
- Lineated valley fill

Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)



New water
• < 2.5 billion years ago
• Ice-related

- Polar deposits
- Mid-high latitude 

“mantle”
- Crater deposits
- Lobate aprons
- Lineated valley fill

Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

10 km



Water on Mars
(old water vs new water)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, we all know that somebody already found water on Mars.



Questions
• Where did the water go?

Away (escaped into space)? 
Deep underground aquifers?
Shallow ice deposits

• How much ice exists?

• How old is the ice?

• Where are possible habitats for life?

• Is the distribution of ice controlled by changes in the orbit 
of Mars?

Water on Mars

Presenter
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But, there are some big questions about water on mars.  Where did the early water go?  Did the atmosphere dissipate into space?  Are there deep underground aquifers?  Is much of it locked up in shallow ice deposits distributed across the planet?  How much ice exists now?  How old is it?  Where are potential habitats for life, whether previous ones or even current?  How is the distribution of ice influenced by orbital parameters?



How does Mars’ orbit affect its climate and ice?

Laskar et al., 2002

low tilt  = colder polar regions

high tilt = warmer polar regions
(colder at the equator)
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Orbital control on climate is similar to Earth’s recent glaciations that are tied to orbital parameters, in particular the tilt of the spin axis,  how circular the orbit around the sun is, and how that orbit is tilted.  The graph shows the changing spin axis tilt and deviation from circular orbit estimated for the last 10 million years.  Since Mars does not have a large moon like Earth, its orbit is not as stable and its tilt axis swings from lows of about 15 degrees to highs of over 45 degrees.  During low tilt, it’s colder in the polar regions, and high obliquity meaning it’s warmer in the polar regions.  During those periods the ice can move from high latitudes, in the polar regions, to the middle latitudes, or even equatorial latitudes.  Many scientists have been studying the geological evidence for this.  I’ll show you the strongest evidence yet.



How do we study this?
Landers
Definitive data but limited in 
extent, can only probe tens of 
cm

Remote Sensing
Imagery and spectral methods
High resolution, wide areas, but 
only the top few cm

RADAR
Deep penetration (km’s) but 
lower resolution

Presenter
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So how do we study this?  And why  do we prefer to use radar?  Optical and spectral observations probe the top few centimeters at most.  They’ve done great, but over the past thirty years, we’ve gotten lots and lots of optical and spectral data.  Just recently, we were able to acquire radar-sounding data, which can probe a lot deeper.  Landers are great; they give you a wealth of data, but they can’t go very deep either, at least with current technology.  Also, they only cover small areas, so if you want a global perspective, you really need an orbiter, and a radar sounder if you want to probe deep into the subsurface.



UT Airborne Radar Studies 
of Antarctica

• Over 300,000 km of acquisition   
since 1990

• Ice-Penetrating radar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have learned a lot about radar sounding over ice by studying Antarctica.  This is the aircraft that scientists at UT use to study the ice of Antarctica, nearly every year since 1990.  A group of us are headed there in October.  On this aircraft we measure gravity, magnetics, distance to the ice surface, and we map the ice with the radar sounder.  These are the radar sounder antennas underneath the wings.  We’ve acquired several hundred thousand kilometers of data since 1990.  The radar that we’re using right now has a frequency of 60 megahertz, that is a wavelength of five meters (15 feet).



Presenter
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This is our survey airplane at the French base Dumont d’Urville, on the coast (notice the floating icebergs).  Fuel drums were brought to the skiway to refuel our plane.  The sun is nearly setting, the time of day is midnight.  The sun actually sets for a few minutes then starts rising again.  This location is where the film March of the Penguins was shot. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And sure enough, right outside our dining room window we had penguins!  They are mostly sleeping.



How Does Radar Work?
Sends pulse of energy,

hits interface.
Some reflects, 

some goes through
Ice sheets are like cake 
(and onions and ogres) -

many layers!

Presenter
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How does radar work?  A pulse of energy is sent out from an antenna, and the voltage of the returned energy is measured for a period of time.  When the pulse hits an interface, some of its energy bounces back and some passes through, depending on the electrical properties of that interface.  The same thing happens at the next interface, and the next...  the radar measures that returned energy until there is essentially none reflecting back.  By adding hundreds of these traces per second as the spacecraft flies along, we can build up a map of interfaces in the subsurface, but only in places where the energy can get through.  It turns out that ice is a good target for such studies.



Radar and Ice

Ice Surface

Bedrock
Surface

Layered
Ice

3 km

10 km

Due to the electrical properties of water ice,             
it is nearly radar transparent
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Here’s an example of what the radar data look like over Antarctica.  Basically, we fly along and the radar pings and you get reflections off the surface, then internal layers all the way down to the bedrock, or water if there’s water there.   Ice is highly transparent to radar below about 300 megahertz.  This is a really good tool to map the internal structure of ice and what’s below ice.  So we fly along and the radar sends its pulses.  The radar records the reflected energy, and you keep flying along and build up kind of a cross section of what’s below you from the radar’s point of view.  This is an example from near the South Pole.  There’s 3 km of ice and bedrock underneath, possibly a lake on the left side, with a very flat, smooth, bright return.  These are all internal layers in the ice caused mostly by volcanic eruptions, which slightly change the chemistry in the ice and make an interface that the radar sees.



Mars Analog Studies

Beacon Valley, Antarctica

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an aerial photo of a glacier that is covered with rock in the dry valleys in Antarctica.  This is very similar to some of the features you see on Mars in orbital images.  I used this setting to develop techniques to better analyze orbital data from Mars from such rough areas.  When the surface is not smooth and flat like it is over an ice sheet, the radar sees echoes from all over the place, and it can be nearly impossible to distinguish subsurface echoes from those coming from nearby mountains because they might arrive at the radar at the same time.  Remember, echo energy with time delay is the only thing that the radar sounder can measure.  



Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(MRO)

Launched August 12, 2005
Orbit insertion March 10, 2006
Aerobraked for 5 months to achieve circular orbit
Primary science phase Nov. 2006 – Nov. 2008
Extended mission approved until Nov. 2010

Building MRO at the Jet Propulsion Lab

Presenter
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Ok, let’s get to Mars, enough of Earth.  There have actually been two radar sounders at Mars for a few years now.  The first one was on Mars Express, an ESA mission, with the MARSIS radar.  It was designed to look deep into the subsurface to find that deep aquifer that people postulated about.  If there was liquid water down there, MARSIS would find it, according to its design.  But the 1-5 megahertz also means low resolution.  It’s also a highly elliptical orbit, which is bad for trying to cover the whole planet in a short amount of time.  It has problems interacting with the ionosphere, but it’s been great for certain purposes.  I’ve been on the SHARAD radar, which is flying on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.  It’s a little higher frequency, 15-25 megahertz.  It was designed to probe the top 100-200 meters of the ground, more in solid ice, depending on its impurity content.  It has a nearly circular orbit, and it is slightly affected by they ionosphere, but not enough to cause real problems.  



NASA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A little about Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter:  It has the highest data output of any spacecraft sent for planetary mission.  There’s a bar graph here showing it’s total volume of data expected, I think that’s in its nominal two year mission, which has already passed, compared to five previous missions, including Magellan which for its time was a data firehose.  34 terabits was MRO’s design goal, and I think it has passed that already.  Its long term role beyond its science mission is to serve as a communications relay for other missions.  It’s designed with a big antenna, and a long lifetime on its transmitter and receiver components.



MRO Instrument Suite
Hyper-Spectral Imaging Spectrometer
(Johns Hopkins University)

Very High Resolution Imager
(University of Arizona)

High-Resolution Context Imager
(Malin Space Science Systems)

Shallow Subsurface Sounding Radar
(University of Rome)

Wide Field Multi-band Imager
(Malin Space Science Systems)

Infrared Atmospheric Sounder
(JPL, California Tech)
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The instrument suite is pretty large.  There’s a spectrometer, an imager that has pixels down to about 30 cm, and then what we find most useful is this context imager that has about a 30 kilometer wide swath and about 6 meter pixels.  It’s very appropriate for the radar.  The HiRISE imagery is fantastic, but its footprint is so tiny that it’s difficult to use for radar analysis.  Then there is SHARAD and a couple of others that we’ll not talk about.



Orbital Radar at Mars

NASA/Caltech/JPL

Presenter
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This is an animation made at JPL, showing MRO flying over Mars, and pulses of energy being sent by SHARAD,reflecting off the surface and what is beneath, back to the spacecraft.  It will overfly the northern polar cap here, and show what it looks like in the subsurface.  This is the first time we’ve been able to see what lies below the surface there, and we’ll talk more about that later, but the radar data allow us to see many many layers corresponding to shifts in climate.  



Ice- Lubricated Rock Flows or 
Rock-Covered Glaciers?

Many features at middle and low latitudes suggest 
past or present ice

• Lobate deposits with flow textures abut steep topography and fill some 
craters

• Originally thought to be ice-lubricated rock flows
• Alternative hypothesis:  rock-covered glaciers
• Ice content could range from 10% - 90%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But first let’s look as some non-polar ice related features.  This is an example of what is called a lobate debris apron.  This is a massif, and it is about 10 km across this sloping apron.  These are lobate deposits like this that are scattered throughout the middle latitudes.  At low latitudes there are some different, high elevation mountain glacial features.  Throughout the middle latitudes, at about 45-60 degrees latitude, there are these features that have a lot of evidence for flow.  These lineations on the surface, and I’ll show you in a bit some zoomed in pictures that show ridges that indicate viscous flow morphology.  They are also convex upward on the surface.  They also are only associated with steep topography, they surround massifs like this or they abut steep escarpments.  They were originally interpreted to be ice lubricated rock flows, so that they flowed with a little bit of ice that was in the pour space, like 10-15 percent ice that was helping the rock to flow along.  An alternative hypothesis that has come about in the last few years, based on some really detailed morphological studies and imagery, is that there is solid ice essentially covered by a layer of rock and dust that protect it. So, these two end numbers, the ice content has been raised from really about 0%, if they were ice lubricated rock flows where the ice hlas actually been desiccated out, up to about 90%, if you conclude a rock layer on top of a solid ice mass.



Distribution of these Features

• If they contain ice, how can they exist?
- Water ice is unstable at the surface below ~60° latitude.

• Rotational axis tilt variations and climate models support the 
hypothesis of past mid-latitude glaciations and localized, low-
latitude mountain glaciers.

- How much ice remains at these latitudes?
- How extensive are such events, how frequent and what is the duration?

Hauber et al, JGR 2008

Presenter
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  This map shows their distribution.  Water ice is unstable at the surface below about 60 degrees latitude on Mars, so the real questions are how can they persist and why are they here in the first place if they are mostly ice?  But the hypothesis of orbitally-forced climate change on Mars supports the idea that you could have had glaciations at the mid-latitudes, where ice moved down from the poles and formed ice sheets or localized glaciers.  Then somehow they were protected and preserved, or at least parts of them were.  Let’s take a closer look now.
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We’re going to zoom in, this CTX image on the left is 30 km across.  If we zoom into this box, this is what it looks like, in the center image.  The shape of the formerly flowing surface begins to be clear.  But one more zoom, on the box shown, results in this image on the right, which is about 7 km across.  You can see what looks like a flowing, viscous material, like you were pouring molasses or something, and then it froze.  It preserves the flowing texture, but it’s not flowing now, it’s too cold.  All of this is covered with dust and rocks, just like the plains surrounding it.



Simulated Overflight

NASA/Caltech/JPL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simulated overflight using NASA/Caltech/JPL data.
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730 meters

30 km

Two Radar Profiles Crossing These Features

surface

surface

surface ice?
ice?

ice?

bedrock

bedrock
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Here is radar data from two SHARAD orbits crossing this same large feature; remember each of these image strips is about 30 km across.  On top, we have the data from orbit 6830 and below that, the data from orbit 6705.  In both cases, we see a bright reflection from the surface of this apron, and some other reflection below it, which might be an ice rock interface.  You don’t see the mountain at all because these slopes are too steep and you don’t get the energy reflected back to the radar.  If the second reflector is from the bottom of the deposit, this material has to be solid ice.  If it were mostly jumbled up rock, we would see energy reflecting all the way throughout this deposit, and we probably wouldn’t see any bottom reflection at all.  In reality, there is very little energy lost as the radar passes through this material.  It is entirely consistent with solid ice, with a thin layer of rocks and dust on top.  So the first thing we have to check is whether these are real subsurface reflectors or not.  Note that the thickness, if confirmed, is about 730 meters in ice.



Check Against Surface Clutter Simulation

•No layering
–Homogeneous material
–Contrasts with polar caps where layering 
is pervasive

•Low volume scattering
–Indicates lack of large rock  component

Focused data

Simulated surface clutter
(surface echoes ONLY)

clutter partially 
obscures reflector

clean
subsurface
reflector 

Holt et al., Science 2008

Clutter simulation

ice!
ice!
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But we must check against the clutter simulation.  This is a clutter simulation on the bottom, we generate this from the surface topography and a computer model of what the surface looks like to the radar.  This tells you what echoes are coming from the surface, so anything in the radar data not matching this could be from the subsurface.  On the left side, you can see that there is a bit of surface clutter that might be obscuring the return near the toe of the apron.  Not so much in the area up against the mountain, but on the right side it is very clear that there is nothing in the surface topography that could cause an echo which could be mistaken for a subsurface interface.  We’ve done this for a number of lines and keep finding the same result.  This came out in the journal “Science” late last year, but the bottom line is that these things really do look like they are solid ice, at least over 90% ice.  And it has to be water ice; CO2 ice wouldn’t even be strong enough to maintain these kinds of slopes.  We also don’t see any kind of layering within it; it’s a homogeneous material, which is different than in the polar regions, where there are many layers.  Low volume scattering indicates that there are not many rocks or boulders strewn throughout this thing.  So the fact that it’s homogeneous and that there’s no layering means that it was probably emplaced in one, or maybe two, events.



Conclusions for these features
• Radar properties of these lobate apron features 

are consistent with the rock-covered glacier 
hypothesis, rather than an ice-lubricated rock flow.

– Subsurface echoes consistent with a sharp basal contact
– Attenuation consistent with clean ice
– Lack of layering or structure indicates massive ice

• They are remnants of a past climate favorable to 
glaciation at mid latitudes.

– Atmospheric circulation model of Forget et al. (2006) shows 
preferential deposition of ice in Eastern Hellas region during periods 
of high spin-axis obliquity

• Proves that a thin protective layer can preserve 
shallow ice at middle latitudes!

Presenter
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So, conclusions on these lobate aprons are that the radar properties are consistent with the debris-covered glacier hypothesis rather than ice-lubricated debris flow, and it’s very much that way, it’s not somewhere in between.  Subsurface echoes are consistent with the amount of energy loss, which I didn’t show, and are consistent with clean ice so we can measure the power of the signal from top to bottom.  That’s pretty difficult, and we need to do more of that to get better statistics but it’s so far consistent with ice.  The lack of layering or structuring indicates massive ice.  So these features must be a remnant of some past climate that must have been favorable to this mid-latitude glaciation.  And Forget et al. have an accurate circulation model that actually shows preferential deposition of ice in that region during periods of high spin-axis tilt. 



Polar Layered Deposits (PLD)

• Layers of dust and ice
• Seasonal CO2 cover
• North and South are quite different

- North considered to be much younger based on crater counts

North South

Presenter
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Ok, lets jump to the poles.  Here are a couple images of polar layered deposits.  The scale here is about 1000 km in diameter in the north.  The white part that you’re seeing is what’s called residual ice.  That means it’s a water ice layer that’s relatively thin, like meters thick, but it persists year to year.  These are both taken in the summer, on each end of the planet, because if you take it in the winter, there’s a CO2 frost layer that covers the entire area and you can’t see anything.  There’s actually quite a bit of ice in the south.  It’s very irregular, a lot of it is under some cover that makes it hard to detect except with radar.  Most of that has been mapped out with MARSIS so far, that is the radar on Mars Express with lower resolution.  MARSIS has actually done a better job in the south for basic mapping of the bottom of the ice.  SHARAD is really more appropriate in the north.  Since we don’t have an infinite amount of time, we’re going to focus on the north, and that’s where we’ve done most of our work anyway.They’ve been called the polar layered deposits for decades because below this residual ice layer the surface is darker and dustier.  Many layers are exposed, but it hasn’t been clear what they are composed of until recently. 



Polar Caps:
Perspectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For perspective, here is the state of Texas compared to the size of the northern polar layered deposits, or the NPLD, which we will call the polar cap for simplicity.  The smooth round area in the middle is due to a data gap in the topography data set.  The spiral troughs do continue into that area.  Below is a perspective view with a ten times vertical exaggeration to give you a feel.  I’m going to show you that this is indeed water ice, so if you can imagine Texas with up to 2 km thick layer of ice over the entire state, that would be about the same volume.



Oblique View of Polar Cap Edge

Fishbaugh and Head, 2005

MRO CTX image
MSSS/JPL/NASA

Basal Unit

~2 km stack of PLD

10 km
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Here’s an oblique view of the edge of the northern polar cap.  There’s a unit called the “basal unit” that is at the bottom, it rests on the flat plains that surround and lie under the polar cap.  You can see that the basal unit is very dark, and there’s a lot of sand coming out of it.  It’s actually layered sand and ice deposits, and it’s geologically distinct from what’s been called PLD, or the polar layer deposits, which is in general about 2 km thick and sits on top.  The PLD is even more ice-rich than the basal unit.  It has only about 10% dust, but that is what causes the distinctive layering, as the dust content changes and makes the ice darker or lighter.



Questions Regarding the Polar Cap

• Many people attempt to 
correlate layers to orbital 
parameters

• but how old are the deposits??
- 10 million years?
- 100 million years?
- 1 billion years?

• and how continuous is the 
depositional record?

What is its history of construction and 
modification?

• Chasma Boreale?
• Spiral troughs?

Layers are assumed to result from changes in 
ice/dust ratio, related to climate and possibly 
forced by orbital variations
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Questions about the north polar cap:  what is its history of construction and modification?  Basically, how did it get the way it is?  Specifically, we’re looking at what is Chasma Boreale, this huge canyon that cuts into it, or appears to cut into it?  Spiral troughs, all these troughs that enter in a spiral pattern all the way around that have intrigued people for 30 years.  And then the layers we assume result from changes in the ice to dust ratio, perhaps related to climate, possibly forced by orbital variations.  Many people have attempted to correlate these layers with orbital parameters.  They look at frequency of layers and thickness and try to correlate it with periodic changes in insulation.  It’s been a mixed bag; people have not been able to pin down how old these deposits are.  Some people think one million years, but its pretty clear they’re probably along the order of 10 million years all the way up to possibly 1 billion years old.  Then, you can’t do this if you don’t know that the depositional record is continuous and that has not been clear at all from the optical.



SHARAD 519201  in time delay

SHARAD 519201  as depth in water ice

Data:  MARSIS vs SHARAD

~ 1000 km

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, radar data comes to the rescue.  At the top is a MARSIS radar-gram, the distance across the polar cap is about 1,000 km as shown by the scale bar.  The first two are time delay because that’s how the radar is recorded and you can’t change it to depth until you know what the material is.  Let’s look at the MARSIS image.  It is low resolution, but it penetrates all the way down, so even below the basal unit, you see a pretty sharp reflector.  The fuzziness here is mainly due to ionospheric interference, but also because of it’s lower resolution.  Below it is a SHARAD profile that is not quite in the same place, but it crosses the polar cap and we can compare how the interfaces are resolved.  The biggest difference is the fact that you can see all these internal layers and packets of layers.  Within the basal unit, you can actually see some layering.  This is one of the better orbits; sometimes you don’t see that.  But you can’t quite make out the bottom of the basal unit.  There’s just too much scattering from all the sand lenses.  Now, as I’ll explain in a minute, the radar proves that this is water ice at least to about 95%.  And you convert to depth in water ice using the equation shown.  You take the time delay, and basically you’re just multiplying by the speed of the material, which is the speed of light divided by the square root of the dielectric constant.  The dielectric constant of water ice is about 3, and when you just plug that number in, boom, you get a nice flat bottom going all the way across.  And for reasons that have to do with geophysics, that is the only shape for the bottom that would make sense in this situation.  



• Composition must be nearly pure (~ 95%) water ice 
- Volume equivalent to a global water layer ~ 9 m thick
- Confirmed by independent gravity results 

• Lithosphere is not depressed from load
- Colder, thicker than expected (~ 300 km)

• Reflectors are largely continuous across polar cap
- Mostly uniform thickness, but significant deviations observed

basal unit 519201 (in depth)

(Phillips et al., Science, 2008)

First-Order Results for SHARAD 
Over the Polar Caps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s how we know that the composition must be water ice.  ou use the dielectric constant of say CO2 ice, what happens is you get a basal geometry that suddenly dips down right at the edge, and then the bottom follows every little deviation in the surface, which geophysically just doesn’t make sense.  We might have expected a broad depression of crust because of the lobe here, but it wouldn’t have short wavelength features on it like that and it wouldn’t happen to correlate exactly with where the edge of the ice is.  Then if you plug in a dielectric constant that is higher than water ice (for example, a high dust content), these flat plains that come in from the here where there’s no basal unit would suddenly, right where the ice is, take a step up and you’d have a little pedestal.  And the top surface of that pedestal would vary exactly as the thickness of the ice changes, which doesn’t make any geophysical sense.  So the only thing that makes geophysical sense is a totally flat bottom where there’s no basal unit and a flat bottom beneath the basal unit that aligns everything with the surrounding plains.  That’s the only thing that works.  And that’s been confirmed with gravity results.  So the lithosphere’s not depressed from load, which means that the lithosphere of Mars is colder and thicker than expected and stratigraphically the really interesting first order result is that these reflectors, which are presumably related to the layers that we see in the optical data, are mostly continuous across the NPLD.  They’re also mostly uniform thickness, but not always.



Detailed Stratigraphy

Lateral discontinuities
- Most appear to be related to troughs in upper layers 
Thickness changes
- Layers that are truncated or pinch out laterally
Angular unconformities
- and disconformity

529701 (depth) - Phillips et al., 2008

BU
~ 500 km

~ 2 km

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you look at the details of this particular orbit, you can see a lot of variation.  There’s some disconformities here, some discontinuities, which I’ll explain in a minute.  Then changes in thickness; there appear to be units that are eroded and maybe draped over by subsequent layering.  There are angular unconformities.  So it’s clear that any kind of correlation of the layering with orbital parameters has to take into account these changes in stratigraphy and depositional hiatuses and things like that.
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Building 3-D 
Stratigraphy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we’re doing now is building up a 3-D data set.  Here’s an example of four lines, swinging out to the right.  We can map the stratigraphy across all the lines crossing the polar caps. Eventually we can build up a 3-D data volume.



How did they form?

Are they old or young?

Why are the troughs 
spiral shaped?

Were they cut into the 
polar deposits, or grow 

with them?

Have they moved?

Spiral Troughs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The spiral troughs of the the Mars polar caps are intriguing features and scientists have debated about them for over 30 years, since they were first discovered in Mariner 9 imagery.   Until now we have only been able to study what is observable on the surface, so we don’t know if they grew along with the polar ice, were cut into them recently, whether they have changed position over time, or even why they are spiral shaped.  



• Context Camera (CTX) 
images show layers on south 
facing slopes 

• North-facing slopes tend to be 
blanketed with deposits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a recent image from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter showing some troughs.  This is about 30 km across, so you can see they are quite large!  Notice how the layering within the polar ice can be seen in the steep slopes that face away from the pole.  On the other side, the slope is more gradual, and there are no layers exposed. Some process is at works that involves erosion on the south-facing slopes and deposition on the north-facing slopes.



46

On Mars winds push out from cap, on 
earth winds move inward to low 

pressure

Coriolis Force deflects winds similar 
to hurricane on earth, but opposite 

direction 

Could wind be involved?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people have suggested that Coriolis forces, the effect of the spinning planet, have something to do with the troughs, and the most likely candidate is winds.  On Earth, the Coriolis force is what causes hurricanes to spin one way in the northern hemisphere and the other way in the southern hemisphere.  In the case of hurricanes, wind is moving inward to a low pressure area.  On Mars the polar winds are moving down from the top of the polar cap, driven mainly by gravity.  Let’s see what wind streaks on the surface tell us about wind patterns.



On Mars winds push out from cap, on 
earth winds move inward to low 

pressure

Coriolis Force deflects winds similar 
to hurricane on earth, but opposite 

direction 

Could wind be involved?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These arrows show what wind patterns look like.  You can see that the winds are deflected in a clockwise direction by the Coriolis force, and basically opposite of the sense of trough spiral, which is counterclockwise. The wind is clearly not flowing along the troughs, but across them.  Winds are also affected by the topography, and we can see that in general the winds are going downhill, deflected by the Coriolis force but that is not apparent until out near the edges.  Wind is directed down the big canyons like Chasma Boreale, however.  They are large enough to act like wind tunnels.  So, it does seem that wind could play a role, but not by directly scouring troughs.  What could be going on?



• Down-slope winds imaged by the 
THEMIS instrument on Mars Global 
Surveyor

• Dust and loose ice crystals are 
removed from the steep slope, and 
deposited on the opposite, shallow 
slope

Wind in Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another image, this time from THEMIS on Mars Global Surveyor, showing strong winds rushing down the steep slope and carrying loose ice crystals and dust which becomes turbulent and falls out on the other slope.  This shows the process by which the steep exposures of layers are maintained. 



Let’s look at the radar data

Downcutting Model

Deposition + Wind ModelThey are not recent!



(This One)

552402 (time)

Armstrong and others concluded based on 
THEMIS and TES observations that the interior 
deposits contain several meters of water ice or 

ice-rich regolith

CTX P22_009754_2529_XN_72N195W

Korolev Crater

SHARAD data crossing Korolev Crater



Korolev Crater

data simulation

1.78 km
in ice!!



The Future
• Still much to learn on Mars

- Have barely scratched the surface with 
SHARAD

- Still acquiring new data!

- An imaging SAR with shallow depth 
penetration capability (~ 400 MHz for a few 
meters) would be great!

• Earth analogs can be even more 
useful now that we have Mars data

- Adding a SHARAD emulator to the UTIG 
airborne platform for the 2009-10 Season

• Europa!
• Life on Mars?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, for the future, we still have much to learn on Mars.  We’ve barely scratched the surface, so to speak, with Sharad.  We’re still acquiring new data all the time.  In long range, I think an imaging SAR with shallow depth penetration, and maybe a radar sounding mode straight down at something like 400 megahertz would be really nice.  Perhaps we could get UT involved in that:  to take the lead on that, through people at CSR and others at UT.Earth analogs can be even more useful now that we have Mars data.  I have a project to look at radar data in Antarctica from that perspective, and we want to add a 20-megahertz Sharad emulator to our airborne system this next season.  Then of course there’s Europa.  An icy crust with a liquid ocean underneath...  perfect for radar!Finally, there is the idea that we might find life on Mars, or start our own era of life on Mars.



The Future
• Still much to learn on Mars

- Have barely scratched the surface with 
SHARAD

- Still acquiring new data!

- An imaging SAR with shallow depth 
penetration capability (~ 400 MHz for a few 
meters) would be great!

• Earth analogs can be even more 
useful now that we have Mars data

- Adding a SHARAD emulator to the UTIG 
airborne platform for the 2009-10 Season

• Europa!
• Life on Mars?



Man on Mars?

• What would we need?

- National commitment
- A 20-year presidency?

• Water (on Mars)
- for people to drink and 

grow food
- for fuel

NASA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would be required to put man on Mars?  It seems pretty far off for now, but the most important need would be water for fuel and for human life.
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This talk is dedicated to the memory of 
my friend and colleague 

Ali Safaeinili.
Without his brilliant work in helping to 

design SHARAD and transform the data 
from raw numbers to beautiful pictures of 
the subsurface, this work would not have 

been possible.



Let’s look at the radar data



Solar
Ablation

What processes are at work?

Squyres 1979

Erosion
+ Wind

Wind
with 

Deposition

No 
Migration

Layer thickness 
changes

Predicted layers 
Howard 1982



1. Initiation of a surface depression 
(unknown process)

2. Solar-induced ablation and 
down-slope winds remove 
material from equator-facing 
slopes, exposing internal layers

3. Winds deposit material 
downstream on north-facing 
slope.

4. Both slopes migrate northward

5. Continued deposition raises 
elevation of all surfaces.

S.W. Squyres Icarus 40 1979

Hypothesized Process of Trough Migration
Howard et al. (1978), Squyres (1979)



Conclusions 
Regarding 

Spiral Troughs

• Troughs have persisted throughout 
deposition of uppermost layers.

• Troughs have migrated both north 
and up as predicted by Howard and 
Squyres.

• Lateral transport (wind) is an 
important part of the process.



Remaining Questions about Troughs

• Why did troughs begin to grow at a certain time?

• Are they all the same?

• How do they compare in the south?



Dr. Jack Holt
Dr. Jack Holt employs airborne geophysical techniques 
to study ice-covered regions of Earth and Mars. He has 
led five field expeditions to Antarctica since 1998 to 
map the ice and features buried beneath the ice. 

In early 2007 Holt was selected as a Participating 
Scientist on the SHARAD (Shallow Subsurface 
Radar)instrument team of the Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter. SHARAD looks for liquid or frozen water in the 
upper part of Mars' crust. This effort to find subsurface 
water on Mars is important for evaluating the possibility 
of life on the red planet and plays a role in planning any 
future human exploration of Mars.
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